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Resurrected have been an institution in the German Death Metalscene since their establishment in
1993 onwards which is to trace back to their sincere commitment to produce nothing but

uncompromising Brutal Death Metal. Withstanding the crisis of Death Metal during the 90ies,
the band regularly produced full lengths of exponentially growing quality which paved the way for

a European tour with Fleshgrind as well as a live appearance at Milwaukee Metalfest in 2000.

The band was struck by the exit of their long-time drummer Michael but could hire Grind Inc.'s
thAdriano as a session drummer to record their 5  Album “Endless Sea of Loss” and eventually

found a suitable replacement for Michael in Hazim Fouad. After 3 years of hard work and playing
together with bands like Gorgasm, Devourment, Hate Eternal, Napalm Death and many others 

the band unleashed „Fierce“ as their most diversified and innovative album so far. 

2011 was a drawback for the band seeing their superior shouter and founding member
Carsten Scholz leaving the band for health issues and Hazim Fouad for moving away to Northern Germany.

But their replacements couldn‘t have been better; the band‘s longtime friends Christoph Mieves
(Grind Inc., Hate Factor) stepped in on vocals and Rheinland drumming madman Dennis Thiele

(Prostitute Disfigurement, Brutal Unrest) on drums. With this strong lineup the band went their way
to hammer down their most brutal and modern Death Metal album on their way, combining their roots of

old school elements with brutal, modern Death Metal. Once again recorded at Catacomb Productions
by guitarist Thomas Granzow this unholy masterpiece was finally mixed & mastered by German 

sound institution Jörg Uken at Soundlodge Recording Studio (God Dethroned, Sinister, Dew Scented)
Embedded in an awesome end time artwork of Tobias „Bloodboy“ Huber this new album marks

the beginning of a new brutal epoch of the band  and can be put it into one word only: 
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